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Abstract
Background: The outer membranes of mitochondria are thought to be homologous to the outer membranes of
Gram negative bacteria, which contain 100’s of distinct families of β-barrel membrane proteins (BOMPs) often
forming channels for transport of nutrients or drugs. However, only four families of mitochondrial BOMPs
(MBOMPs) have been confirmed to date. Although estimates as high as 100 have been made in the past, the
number of yet undiscovered MBOMPs is an open question. Fortunately, the recent discovery of a membrane
integration signal (the β-signal) for MBOMPs gave us an opportunity to look for undiscovered MBOMPs.
Results: We present the results of a comprehensive survey of eukaryotic protein sequences intended to identify
new MBOMPs. Our search employs recent results on β-signals as well as structural information and a novel BOMP
predictor trained on both bacterial and mitochondrial BOMPs. Our principal finding is circumstantial evidence
suggesting that few MBOMPs remain to be discovered, if one assumes that, like known MBOMPs, novel MBOMPs
will be monomeric and β-signal dependent. In addition to this, our analysis of MBOMP homologs reveals some
exceptions to the current model of the β-signal, but confirms its consistent presence in the C-terminal region of
MBOMP proteins. We also report a β-signal independent search for MBOMPs against the yeast and Arabidopsis
proteomes. We find no good candidates MBOMPs in yeast but the Arabidopsis results are less conclusive.
Conclusions: Our results suggest there are no remaining MBOMPs left to discover in yeast; and if one assumes all
MBOMPs are β-signal dependent, few MBOMP families remain undiscovered in any sequenced organism.
Background
The outer membrane of mitochondria and chloroplasts as
well as Gram-negative bacteria, their evolutionary cousins,
harbor proteins of β-barrel structure, known as β-Barrel
Outer Membrane Proteins (BOMPs). The current version
of the endosymbiotic theory of mitochondria origin [1]
suggests that mitochondria descend from an a-proteobac-
teria, possibly similar to Rickettsiales, an order of intracel-
lular parasites [2]. BOMPs are predicted to occupy about
3% of the proteomes of Rickettsiales [3]. Thus, unless
Rickettsiales has gained many MBOMPs since its diver-
gence from mitochondria, the a-proteobacteria ancestor
of mitochondria might be expected to have possessed
about 40 BOMPs. Currently four families of mitochodrial
BOMPs (MBOMPs) have been identified: Tom40, Sam50
(Tob55), VDAC and Mdm10 [4]. These MBOMPs per-
form important functions in mitochondria. Tom40 is
required for the import of mitochondrial precursor
proteins into mitochondria, as it forms the import pore of
t h et r a n s l o c a s eo ft h eo u t e rm e m b r a n e( T O M )c o m p l e x
[5,6]. Sam50 is the central component of the sorting and
assembly machinery (SAM) complex and promotes the
integration of proteins into the outer membrane [7-9].
Notably, only Sam50 shows clear sequence homology with
non-mitochondrial proteins: Omp85 in bacterial and
Toc75-V in chloroplasts [10-12]. Both Tom40 and Sam50
are essential for yeast cell viability [5,6,9]. The VDAC
family serves as the diffusion pore for small molecules
entering or leaving the mitochondria [13,14]. VDAC is
also thought to contribute to membrane permeability in
mitochondrial induced apoptosis [15,16] and is promising
as a drug target because of its permeability [17]. In yeast,
Mdm10 is required for mitochondrial morphology and
dynamics [18]. Homologs of Mdm10 have not been
reported in mammals. Mdm10 is reported to be part of
the SAM complex and have a role in the biogenesis of
MBOMPs [19,20]. Recent studies have shown that
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complex [21].
Based on experimental evidence [22], yeast Mmm2
(Mdm34), was once considered to be an MBOMP, and in
our previous work [23] we treated it as such. However,
recently pairwise Hidden Markov Model (HMM) compari-
son has revealed that the SMP domain found in the
N-terminal region of Mmm2, belongs to the TULIP super-
family of lipid/hydrophobic ligand-binding domains con-
taining members with known (non-BOMP) structure [24].
As reviewed in [25,26], precursors of MBOMPs are
synthesized in the cytosol without a classical N-terminal
matrix targeting signal (MTS) or other known targeting
signals, but are nonetheless imported across the outer
membrane by the TOM complex. In the inter-mem-
brane space, small Tim proteins then escort them to the
SAM complex which inserts and assembles them. In
spite of significant progress towards the identification of
the components involved in the biogenesis of MBOMPs,
the import and insertion signal of MBOMPs are still not
clear. The first tertiary structure of an MBOMP, human
VDAC-1, was recently solved [27-29]. Interestingly,
VDAC-1 consists of 19 transmembrane β-strands, unlike
all known bacterial BOMP (BBOMP) structures, which
have even number of β-strands (but see [30] for an
alternative interpretation). There is some sequence simi-
larity between the VDAC family and Tom40 families.
The structure of the C-terminal part of Tom40 is
thought to be similar to VDAC-1 [27,31]. The number
of MBOMP families is not known. Many BOMPs have
been identified in bacteria, but ony four families have
been found to date in mitochondria. Of course, some
MBOMP families may remain undiscovered, but it is
difficult to experimentally screen for MBOMPs, even in
model organisms. Zahedi et al. [32] report a proteomics
study of the mitochondrial outer membrane in yeast
which detected 112 proteins, including both MBOMPs
and a-helical proteins. Burri et al. [33] found that 11
proteins precipitate out of a fraction expected to contain
MBOMPs and lipid-modified proteins. Neither of these
results are specific to MBOMPs.
Searching for new MBOMPs by computational analy-
sis has been difficult as well, due to the extreme diver-
gence in sequence and structure between MBOMPs and
their bacterial homologs (or analogs). Recent bioinfor-
matic developments include an analysis using a homol-
ogy detection method basedo nt r a n s i t i v es e q u e n c e
similarity search, in which similarity was measured by
pairwise HMM profile comparison [34]. In that study
the authors identified Sam50, VDAC and Tom40 as
BBOMP homologs, but found no promising novel
MBOMPs in the yeast or human proteome.
However, recent experimental studies have provided
useful information to search for novel MBOMPs by
sequence analysis: the discovery of the β-signal [35], a
C-terminal motif, which is proposed to be the insertion
signal of MBOMPs into the outer membrane; the deter-
mination of the first tertiary structure of VDAC-1
[27-29]; and the import analysis of BBOMPs in yeast
[36]. In particular, the identification of the β-signal gave
us the opportunity to search for novel candidates of
MBOMPs by bioinformatics analysis. In preliminary
work [23], we used the presence of a conserved β-signal
in mitochondrial proteins to search for new candidate
MBOMPs and came to the conclusion that probably
very few MBOMPs remain undiscovered.
However, for several reasons, our preliminary study
could not be considered conclusive: 1) we limited our
search to proteins annotated by Uniprot [37] or Gene
Ontology [38] as having possible mitochondria localiza-
tion - but uncharacterized proteins might lack that anno-
tation and 2) we limited the search for β-signals to the
C-terminal 40 residues - but MBOMPs having an internal
β-signal might exist. Moreover, recent experiments expres-
sing BBOMPs in yeast [36], and results we report here on
presumed homologs of known MBOMPs, call into ques-
tion the necessity of the β-signal for all MBOMPs.
In this paper, we describe an expanded search which
addresses those limitations. For this search we developed
a new machine learning based predictor, trained on both
bacterial and mitochondrial proteins, for the prediction
of β-barrel membrane proteins based on sequence fea-
tures designed to reflect structural constraints and speci-
f i cs o r t i n gs i g n a l st h a tM B O M P sa r ee x p e c t e dt ol a c k .
We report the results of a comprehensive search of
known Eukaryotic protein sequences employing our new
predictor, conserved C-terminal or internal β-signals,
secondary structure prediction, and literature search. We
also use our new predictor to conduct a β-signal inde-
pendent search against the yeast and Arabidopsis pro-
teomes. We found no new candidates in yeast, while in
Arabidopsis several uncharacterized proteins met the
search criteria, and one seems potentially promising.
We conclude that there probably are no new
MBOMPs to be found in yeast and maybe very few
MBOMPs remaining to be found at all, although we
m u s ta d m i tt h a ti fβ-signal independent or multimeric
MBOMPs exist, our search might miss them.
Since MBOMPs are at the core of all known mito-
chondria outer membrane channels, our results suggest
t h ep o s s i b i l i t yt h a tt h ei n t e r f a c eb e t w e e nt h em i t o c h o n -
dria and the cytosol is largely realized by a handful of
protein families.
Results and Discussion
Conservation of β-signal
Kutik et al. [35] proposed the “β-signal”, with the motif
PoxGxxHyxHy (Po, polar residue; G, glycine; Hy,l a r g e
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end of the most C-terminal β-strand. Figure 1 shows the
sequence logo [39,40] of 41 and 57 unique β-signal
motif sequences; obtained from multiple sequence align-
ments of 46 MBOMP homologs with confirmed expres-
sion, and 70 MBOMPs including proteins whose
existence is only inferred by homology, respectively.
β-signal position
For each known MBOMP family (Tom40, Sam50,
VDAC and Mdm10), a well conserved β-signal motif
match occurs near the C-terminus around or near the
final known or predicted β-strand (Figure 2).
β-signal consensus
The increase of available protein sequences since our
preliminary study [23], allowed us to refine the β-signal
motif somewhat. As indicated in Table 1 which shows
the frequency of amino acid groups in the β-signal
motif match of 70 putative MBOMP homolog
sequences, the first residue of the β-signal motif is
usually polar, but no negatively charged residues are
observed. The residue following glycine (the 4th posi-
tion) is almost always hydrophobic. Thus we proposed
[23] (and Kutik et al. further clarified [41]) a slightly
refined motif pattern: PoxGhyxHyxHy (Po non-negatively
charged polar residue, G glycine, Hy large hydrophobic
residue, hy hydrophobic residue including Ala and Cys,
x any residue). As can be seen in Table 1 and the
sequence logos of Figure 1, the second position is nearly
always a hydrophobic residue. Thus PoHyGhyxHyxHy
could also be considered as an alternative consensus
sequence. Moreover the other “x” positions also clearly
show non-random residue preferences, for example,
smaller residues such as glycine, serine, alanine are
abundant, however the commonly observed residues do
not all share similar properties in terms of hydrophobi-
city; and because the sequences used are not all
mutually independent, the column heights in their
sequence logo do not necessarily indicate statistical sig-
nificance (see methods for details).
(a)
(b)
Po Hy Hy G xh y xx
Po Hy Hy G xh y xx
Figure 1 Sequence logos of proposed b-signal regions of
combined ortholog sets. The upper figure is computed from all
homologs in Uniprot and the bottom from the subset of those with
confirmed expression.
(a)
SS PREDICT ..CEEEEEEEEEECCCCCCCCCEEEEEEEEEC--
BETA-SIGNAL PxGhxHxH
VDAC1 YEAST ..GVTLGVGSSFDALKLSEPVHKLGWSLSFDA--
VDAC2 YEAST ..DISLGVGMSFNALQLTEPVHKFGWSLSFSP--
VDAC NEUCR ..GVTLGVGASFDTQKLDQATHKVGTSFTFES--
VDAC SCHPO ..GVTVGLGLQLDTQRLGQPAHKAGLSLAFSA--
VDAC2 SOLTU ..KSLFTISGEVDTRAIEKS-AKIGLAVALKP--
VDAC1 SOLTU ..KSLFTVSGEVDTKSVDKG-AKFGLALALKP--
VDAC2 ARATH ..KSFFTVSGEVDSKAIDKS-AKVGIALALKP--
VDAC1 ARATH ..KSFFTISGEVDTKSIDKS-AKVGLALALKP--
VDAC1 WHEAT ..KSLCTISAEVDTKAIEKS-SKVGIAIALKP--
VDAC1 ORYSJ ..KSVWTISAEVDTKAIDKS-SKVGIAVALKP--
VDAC2 RAT ..GVKLTLSALVDGKSFNAGGHKLGLALELEA--
VDAC1 HUMAN ..GIKLTLSALLDGKNVNAGGHKLGLGLEFQA--
VDAC3 MOUSE ..GVKLTLSALIDGKNFNAGGHKVGLGFELEA--
VDAC DROME ..GVTLTLSTLVDGKNFNAGGHKIGVGLELEA--
VDAC CAEEL ..ALKLTLSTQFNLAANDA--HKFGLGLEFDPSN
VDAC DICDI ..NTKFVLGWNVNTKNFKQG-NTFGATVNLTL--
:. .: . * . :
(b)
SS PREDICT ..EEEEECCCCCCEEEEEEEEEECCCCCHHHHHHHCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
BETA-SIGNAL PxGhxHxH
TOM40 YEAST ..FCGEIDHFKNDTKIGCGLQFETAGNQELLMLQQGLDADGNPLQALPQL
TOM40 SCHPO ..FAAELDHPNRNAKVGLGLALELPGADEMIQQQQ------QQLAAQTA-
TOM40 NEUCR ..FAADVDHVTQQAKLGMAVAIEAA-DVDLQEQQEG-----AQALNIPF-
TOM40 HUMAN ..LGAFLNHRKNKFQCGFGLTIG---------------------------
TOM40 XENTR ..MGAFLNHKKNKFQCGFGLTIG---------------------------
TO401 DROME ..LAGRMNHVKNNFRLGCGLMIG---------------------------
TOM40 CAEEL ..LAGTLNHVKAAGKFGIGLIIG---------------------------
TO401 ARATH ..LAAELDHKKKDYKFGFGLTVG---------------------------
:.: : *. :*. :.
(c)
SS PREDICT ..CEEEEEEEECCCCCCCCCCEEEEEEEEECCC
BETA-SIGNAL PxGhxHxH
SAM50 YEAST ..RFELNFTLPITAHENDLIRKGFQFGLGLAFL
SAM50 SCHPO ..RFELNFTLPIATTEKDIGRKGLQFGAGIDFM
SAM50 XENTR ..RLELNYCIPMGVQSGDRICDGVQFGAGIRFL
SAM50 CAEEL ..RLELNYTYPLKYVLGDSLLGGFHIGAGVNFL
SAM50 HUMAN ..RLELNYCVPMGVQTGDRICDGVQFGAGIRFL
SAM50 DROME ..RIELNYCVPVRHQDTDRILNGFQFGIGYEFV
*:***: *: * *.::* * *:
(d)
SS PREDICT ..EEECCCEECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCEEEEEECC
BETA-SIGNAL PxGhxHxH
MDM10 YEAST ..LISAGTELVFTRGFQESLSDDEKNDNAISISATDTENGNIPVFPAKFGIQFQYST
MDM10 CANGA ..LLSAGTELRVLKAEESELRRTSGQSSNSLLNEFSLQ-------PLKFGVQIQFSS
MDM10 VANPO ..LLSAGTELIRINTNNE-------NNSQSLVKFY----------PAKLGLQLQFST
MDM10 ZYGRC ..LLSAGTEFCKTNPRNE---INEVPSTENKLTFY----------PNKFGIQLQYST
MDM10 LACTC ..LISAGAEFTGAPLELPSN--LAGESKTPALIRP-----------GKFGIQLQYST
MDM10 KLULA ..LISAGAELT-QPPEISTNGLDSLEHQNWSLISP-----------SKFGIQLQYSA
MDM10 ASHGO ..LVSAGAELTTIPLEAPKTINEITAQQVPRPLWLR---------PAKFGIQIQYHT
MDM10 CANAL ..LVSTGVKLSLNPITNTPEFN-------------------------KLGVSFSYAL
MDM10 CANTT ..LVSTGVKLSLNPVTNTPEFN-------------------------KLGISFSYAL
MDM10 DEBHA ..LVTTGVKMILNPITNTPEFN-------------------------RFGISFSYAC
MDM10 PICST ..LVSTGVKVGMNPVTNAPEFN-------------------------RFGVSFSYAC
MDM10 LODEL ..LVSTGARIAINPVTNAPEFS-------------------------KFGINFSYAF
MDM10 CLAL4 ..LVSTGIKVNLNPFTNLPEIN-------------------------KIGVTFSYAC
MDM10 PICGU ..LVSSGVKVSLNPATNAVELN-------------------------RFGISFSYAS
MDM10 SCHPO ..LLTIGTEAQLTKIDPL-----------------------------FFGVHFEYSK
MDM10 SCHJY ..LYTVGTKVHMLSINPV-----------------------------FFGIHFQYSH
* : * .: *: :.:
Figure 2 Conserved b-signals and secondary structure
prediction of yeast MBOMPs. In the top track, H, E, and C
represented a-helix, b-strand and coil, as predicted by PSIPRED or
from the experimentally determined structure in the case of VDAC
(PDB:2K4T).
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most part including the “x” p o s i t i o n sa sw e l l ,h a sad y a d
periodicity of hydrophobic residues, and is devoid of the
secondary structure breaker proline; as would be
expected for a β-strand in which one side faces the mem-
brane and the other an aqueous pore [42]. This is consis-
tent with the original proposal of Kutik et al. [35] and the
recently determined micelle structure of VDAC [27,28],
in which the β-signal occurs in the final β-strand.
β-signal motif match occurrence frequency
The β-signal was proposed as a signal found near the
end of the barrel region, and known MBOMPs generally
have β-signal motif matches near their C-terminal.
However, except for the possibly invariant glycine, the
β-signal allows for much variation. Moreover, the β-sig-
nal motif is consistent with the general pattern of alter-
nating hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues expected
from any membrane barrel β-strand. The lack of proline
residues is also expected from secondary structure. Thus
one may wonder if matches to the β-signal motif would
be expected to occur by chance in most barrel strands.
To investigate this we assumed a statistical null model,
in which the frequency of β-signal matches is the same
in the length 40 C-terminal region as it is in a randomly
chosen length 40 region not overlapping with the length
40 C-terminal region. A drawback of this model is that
ideally we should exclude the non-barrel portion of
MBOMP from consideration but we did not do this.
However, the structure of VDAC [27-29] suggests that
most of its sequence, at least, is part of its β-barrel.
In any case, we computed the probability of this
null model for VDAC, Tom40, Sam50 and Mdm10
(Table 2), using ten versions of the β-signal motif.
The most significantly enriched pattern for Sam50
is PHG h HHx H oy yyy y ,w h e r eHy denotes any residue
except [LIVFMWY]. The β-signal of each of 5 Sam50
homologs matches this pattern, but no other matches are
found within those sequence. For VDAC PoHyGhyxHyxHy
and PHG h HHx H oy yyy y ; for Tom40, PoxGhyxHyxHy;a n d
for Mdm10, HHG hx Hx H y yyyy and HH yy HG h x H yy y are
the most enriched. Interestingly, for each of the four
MBOMP families, the β-signal motif is still enriched
even if the glycine is ignored. Before seeing this result,
we were inclined to view the glycine as the heart of the
β-signal and the other positions to perhaps simply reflect-
ing secondary structure. However, patterns such as
PHx h HHx H oy yyy y , skipping the requirement for glycine
in the third position, still attain p-values around 10
-3 or
less; suggesting that the other positions may also contri-
bute in a specific way to the recognition of the β-signal.
Although these results are suggestive, we must warn
the reader to interpret the p-values with caution. As
mentioned above, one problem is the fact that some non-
barrel regions are included in non-C-terminal statistics.
Perhaps a more serious flaw is that our logic is somewhat
circular, because the β-signal motif was partially derived
from multiple sequence alignment of the C-terminal
region of some of these MBOMP homologs (although
also due to the results of mutational analysis experiments
[35]). Finally the homolog sequences are not mutually
independent (maximum pairwise identity is 40%), but the
p-value computation assumes independence.
Conserved β-signal based MBOMP search
Our search started with 1,238,639 eukaryotic protein
sequences from Uniprot version 15.1. We applied a simple
filter to remove nearly identical sequences, clustered with
blastclust at 40% identity and removed singleton clusters
to obtain 105,547 homolog clusters. Figure 3 shows our
search pipeline (see Methods for more details) and the
number of candidates surviving each filter. 16 and 2 pro-
tein sequence clusters survived all steps of the C-terminal
(C-terminal 40 residues region) and internal β-signal (all
but C-terminal 40 residue region) search respectively.
Table 3 lists the representative proteins for each cluster.
In Interpro [43], yeast VDAC and Tom40 are categorized
Table 1 The frequency of amino acid groups of b-signal motif sequences from 70 MBOMP homologs
Motif position
Background Po XGh y XH y XH y
Large hydrophobic
(L, I, V, F, M, W, Y)
0.32 0.03 0.96 0.00 0.89 0.00 1.00 0.16 1.00
Small hydrophobic
(A, C)
0.08 0.07 0.04 0.00 0.10 0.11 0.00 0.11 0.00
Glycine 0.07 0.16 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00
Non-negatively charged polar
(K, R, H, S, T, N, Q)
0.39 0.74 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.50 0.00 0.61 0.00
Negatively charged
(D, E)
0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.11 0.00
Proline 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
The numbers in parentheses are frequencies of each amino acid group in each position of the b-signal in 70 MBOMP sequences. “Background” is the overall
frequency of each amino acid group in the entire set of sequences.
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as having the bacterial surface antigen domain. Mdm10
belongs to the MDM10 family in Uniprot. All proteins in
the list belong to the same family or share a characteristic
domain with known or proposed yeast MBOMPs. Of the
18 (16+2) surviving representative proteins, we believe
each are members of known MBOMP families: 9 Sam50,
4 Tom40, 3 VDAC and 2 Mdm10. The 9 proposed
Sam50 homologs are annotated as having a bacterial
surface antigen domain in their C-terminal regions,
a characteristic shared by the MBOMP Sam50, the
chloroplastic BOMP Toc75-V and bacterial Omp85. An
N-terminal polypeptide transport-associated (POTRA)
domain is also an important feature of these proteins.
The tertiary structure of the POTRA domain of Omp85
revealed that Omp85 of E. coli has five POTRA domains
which share the fishhook like fold consist of β1-a1-a2-
β2-β3, where a and β denote a helices and β strands (in
other bacterial species the number of POTRA domains is
not necessarily five but can be between three (or even
less) and seven.) [44,45]. Sam50 proteins are predicted
to have one POTRA domain. Thus we compared the
N-terminal region of the 9 proteins by multiple align-
ment and secondary structure predictions. The multiple
alignment and secondary structure prediction suggest
that these 9 proteins share one β1-a1-a2-β2-β3p a t t e r n
near their N-terminals (Additional file 1, Figure S1),
a l t h o u g ht h e r ew e r et h ed i f f e r e n c e si nt h el e n g t ha n d
composition of the predicted secondary structure ele-
ments. Thus we conclude that these 9 proteins are prob-
ably Sam50 homologs. 2 of the 16 representative proteins
are the yeast and Lodderomyces elongisporus Mdm10 pro-
tein. The remaining 7 representatives are all listed as
“Porin, eukaryotic type” in Interpro. One is yeast Tom40.
A comparison of secondary structure prediction between
yeast VDAC, Tom40, B8NA08, A8I528, B8BQH4,
Q293I2 and Q7RE39 indicated that B8NA08, A8I528 and
B8BQH4 belong to the VDAC family, while Q293I2 and
Q7RE39 probably belong to the Tom40 family (data not
shown). Finally, B7Z4T8 shares sequence similarity with
Tom40 (Uniprot), although it is much shorter than other
Tom40 proteins.
Exceptions to the β-signal consensus motif
As detailed above, we believe the two protein sequence
clusters which passed the internal β-signal path of our
search pipeline are homologs of known MBOMPs.
Table 2 Comparison of the frequency of b-signal motif matches in the C-terminal 40 residues compared with the rest
of the sequence of MBOMPs
Motif pattern VDAC Tom40 Sam50 Mdm10
Po xGxxH yxHy (4/4, 0.20, 1.6 × 10
-3) (5/5, 0.12, 2.5 × 10
-5) (5/5, 0.14, 5.4 × 10
-5) (6/8, 0.17, 4.9 × 10
-4)
Po xG h y xH yxHy (4/4, 0.09, 6.6 × 10
-5) (5/5, 0.09, 5.9 × 10
-6) (5/5, 0.09, 5.9 × 10
-6) (6/8, 0.07, 2.9 × 10
-6)
Po HyGhy xH yxHy (4/4, 0.07, 2.4 × 10
-5) (4/5, 0.07, 1.1 × 10
-4) (5/5, 0.02, 3.2 × 10
-9) (4/8, 0.04, 1.6 × 10
-4)
Po Hy xhy xH yxHy (4/4, 0.25, 3.9 × 10
-3) (5/5, 0.17, 1.4 × 10
-4) (5/5, 0.12, 2.5 × 10
-5) (5/8, 0.12, 1.0 × 10
-3)
PHG h HHx H oy yyy y (4/4, 0.07, 2.4 × 10
-5) (4/5, 0.07, 1.1 × 10
-4) (5/5, 0.00, 0.0) (4/8, 0.04, 1.6 × 10
-4)
P H xh H H xH oy yyy y (4/4, 0.21, 1.9 × 10
-3) (5/5, 0.17, 1.4 × 10
-4) (5/5, 0.08, 3.3 × 10
-6) (5/8, 0.12, 1.0 × 10
-3)
HHG h x  Hx H yy y y y (4/4, 0.11, 1.5 × 10
-4) (4/5, 0.07, 1.1 × 10
-4) (5/5, 0.02, 3.2 × 10
-9) (7/8, 0.04, 1.3 × 10
-9)
H H xh  x H xH yy y y y (4/4, 0.37, 1.9 × 10
-2) (5/5, 0.23, 6.4 × 10
-4) (5/5, 0.22, 5.2 × 10
-4) (8/8, 0.18, 1.1 × 10
-6)
HHG h x  Hx H yy y y y (4/4, 0.11, 1.5 × 10
-4) (4/5, 0.07, 1.1 × 10
-4) (5/5, 0.00, 0.0) (7/8, 0.04, 1.3 × 10
-9)
HHx hHHx H yy yyy y (4/4, 0.33, 1.2 × 10
-2) (5/5, 0.23, 6.4 × 10
-4) (5/5, 0.20, 3.2 × 10
-4) (8/8, 0.16, 4.3 × 10
-7)
Statistics on the frequency of matches in the C-terminal versus non-C-terminal part of MBOMPs families is shown for the 4 known MBOMPs and 10 variationso f
the b-signal motif. Each cell holds a triple: the fraction of homologs with C-termini which match the motif, the fraction of non-C-terminal length 40 substrings of
the MBOMP sequences which match the motif, and a p-value. The p-value is computed with a binomial test, in which the non-C-terminal frequency (e.g. 0.2) is
the probability of success and the C-terminal frequency (e.g 4/4) is the observed data.
1238639 Eukaryotic protein sequences from UniProt (seq id < 95%)
105547 protein clusters
BLASTclust (seq id < 40%)
Conserved
C-terminal E-signal
(C-terminal 40 residues)
Conserved Internal  E-signal
(Whole sequence except for 
C-terminal 40 residues)
927 protein clusters 8286 protein clusters
D-helical membrane protein prediction
(Phobius & TMHMM)
586 protein clusters 5103 protein clusters
Signal peptide & MTS prediction
(Phobius,TargetP & Predotar)
431 protein clusters 381 protein clusters
Secondary structure prediction
(PSIPRED)
30 protein clusters 243 protein clusters
Annotation of subcellular 
localization, family and domain
(GO, Pfam, interPro)
16 protein clusters
All are homologs of known MBOMPs
80 protein clusters
2 protein clusters
All are homologs of known MBOMPs
MBOMP predictor
Figure 3 Informatics pipeline for searching for novel MBOMP
candidates.
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Page 5 of 17However it is not clear that they really have internal
β-signals. The β-signal motif matches of Q7RE39 and
Q4CQ17 are not found in their final predicted β-strand
(Figure 4). The proteins Q7RE39, Q4CQ17 and Q293I2
(detected in the C-terminal β-signal path of our pipe-
line) have conserved β-signal motif matches near their
fifth, fourth and second predicted β-strands from their
C-terminals, respectively. Focusing on the final predicted
β-strand of these three proteins; Q4CQ17 and Q293I2
have partial β-signal motif matches such as KFGLTWSS
and AFGMRFVV, while Q7RE39 has a match KFGFMMHI
but one protein in its cluster, a putative Tom40 of
Plasmodium berghei (Q4Z5G3), only matches (partially)
when a gap is inserted after glycine (KFG-MMHI).
Upon examining clusters which did not pass our con-
served β-signal based search, we found some included
homologs to known MBOMPs that do not possess per-
fect matches to the β-signal motif. Namely, the Tom40
homolog 2 of Arabidopsis thaliana, Tom40 of Chlamy-
domonas reinhardtii, and a putative SAM50 homolog of
Cryptococcus neoformans (Figure 5). In that figure we
also show the N-terminal regions of the BBOMPs:
PhoE, OmpA (Escherichia coli) and Omp85 (Neisseria
meningitidis) reported by Walther et al. [36] to be
Table 3 List of identified protein clusters with conserved b -signal
Representative protein Number of
cluster
member
Organism Protein
length
Conserved
motif
position
Subcellular
Localization
Family and domain
C-terminal b-signal
SAM50-like protein CG7639 (Q9V784) 12 D.
melanogaster
443 435-442 Mito OM (G) SAM50/omp85 family (U),
Bacterial surface antigen (I)
SAM complex subunit of the
mitochondrial outer membrane, putative
(B9WEF8)
6 C. dubliniensis 499 492-498 OM (G) Bacterial surface antigen (I)
SAM50-like protein (A3LZ83) 6 P. stipitis 489 473-480 - -
SAM50 (P53969) 5 S. cerevisiae 484 476-483 Mito OM (U, G) SAM50/omp85 family (U),
Bacterial surface antigen (I)
SAM50-like protein SpAC17C9.06
(Q10478)
2 S. pombe 475 467-474 Mito OM (G) SAM50/omp85 family (U),
Bacterial surface antigen (I)
SAM50-like protein gop-3 (P46576) 2 C. elegans 434 426-433 Mito OM (G) SAM50/omp85 family (U),
Bacterial surface antigen (I)
KLLA0E02223p (Q6CPU1) 2 K. lactis 480 472-479 OM (G) Bacterial surface antigen (I)
Predicted cell surface protein
homologous to bacterial outer
membrane proteins (ISS) (Q017Y3)
2 O. tauri 521 508-515 OM (G) Bacterial surface antigen (I)
TOM40 (P23644) 36 S. cerevisiae 387 352-359 Mito OM (U, G) Tom40 family (U), Porin,
eukaryotic type (I), Mitochondrial
outer membrane translocase
complex, subunit Tom40 (I)
GA18230 (Q293I2) 8 D.
pseudoobscura
321 290-297 Mito OM (G) Porin, eukaryotic type (I)
Outer mitochondrial membrane protein
porin (B8NA08)
5 A. flavus 346 337-344 Mito OM (G) Porin, eukaryotic type (I)
Voltage-dependent anion-selective
channel protein (A8I528)
2 C.reinhardtii 276 268-275 OM (G) Porin, eukaryotic type (I)
Predicted protein (B8BQH4) 2 T. pseudonana 268 261-268 OM (G) Porin, eukaryotic type (I)
cDNA FLJ52528, highly similar to Protein
TOMM40-like (B7Z4T8)
2 H. sapiens 210 202-209 OM (G) Porin, eukaryotic type (I)
Mdm10 (P18409) 5 S. cerevisiae 493 484-491 Mito OM (U, G) MDM10 family., Protein of
unknown function DUF3722 (I)
Mdm10 (A5DUG6) 5 L. elongisporus 523 496-503 Mito OM (U, G) MDM10 family., Protein of
unknown function DUF3722 (I)
Internal b-signal
Probable mitochondrial import receptor
sub-unit tom40 homolog (Q7RE39)
10 P. yoelii 396 331-338 Mito OM (U, G) Porin, eukaryotic type (I)
Putative uncharacterized protein
(Q4CQ17)
5 T. cruzi 479 417-424 OM (G) Bacterial surface antigen (I)
U, G and I in “Subcellular localization” and “Family and domain” represent the source of annotation from Uniprot, Gene ontology and InterPro, respectively.
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SS PREDICT ..CCEEEEEEEEECCCCCCEEEEEEEEEECCCCEEEEEECCCCEEEEEEECCCCCEEEEEECCCCCCCCEEEEEEECCCCCCCC-----CCCC---
BETA-SIGNAL PxGhxHxH
Q7RE39 ..DRLSVGTELEVTPETKESAMRLGWDYSFRHAKVQGSIDSSGKIAVFTQDYSGFGVSGYIDYLNNEYKFGFMMHIAPSQEQPQ-----PQPQ---
Q5CF86 ..DRLSLASELEVSIPNFESTLRFGYEYLFKTARIQGMIDTCGKISLQCLDNKGFGISGAIDYLRNDYKFGFMMQFFPNEKDD------KLDD---
B6KRZ3 ..DRLSMGTELEFTHPDMSSAMRVGWQYLFRQARVQGLVDTAGRVSMFAQDYNGFGLSGMIDYWHGDYKFGFQMNVVPPPPQAE-----QPPPM--
Q4N6X4 ..DRLSLATELELSPSIKESALRVGWEYLFRHARVQGNIDSCGRIAMQTQDYNGFGVSGCIDYWNNIYRFGFMMHLLP-QPEQN-----QENPQPA
Q4UIN7 ..DRLSLATELELSPSIKESALRVGWEYLFRHARVQGNIDSCGRIAMQTQDYNGFGVSGCIDYWNNIYRFGFMMHLLP-QPEQN-----QETPQPT
A7AQ94 ..ERLSLCTELEVTPATKESALRVGWDYLFRHARVQGNIDTAGRISMQAQDYSGFGISGCIDYWSNIYRFGFMMHLLPPVPEQK-----PEAMTVV
Q4Z5G3 ..DRLSVGTELEVTPETKESAMRLGWDYSFRHAKVQGSIDSSGKIAVFTQDYSGFGVSGYIDYLNNEYKFG-MMHIAPSQEQPQ-----PQ-----
A5K209 ..DRLSLGTELEVTPETKESAMRLGWDYSFRHAKVQGSIDTSGKIAVFTQDYSGFGVSGYIDYPNNEYKFGFMMHIAPSQEQPV-----QPVP---
B3L7N4 ..DRLSLGTELEVTPQTKESAMRLGWDYSFRHAKVQGSIDTSGKIAVFTQDYSGFGVSGYIDYPNNEYKFGFMMHIAPAQEQPV-----QA-----
B6AI18 ..DRLSLATELECTWPNYESSLKLGYEYLFKTARIQGMIDTGGRLSMQCQDVQGFGISGMIDYLKSDYRFGFMMQFMPQEQGQDVYSLGNADNSKS
(b)
SS PREDICT ..CCHHHHHHCCCEEEEEEEEEECCCCCCCCCCEEEEEEEEEEECCCCCCCEEEECCCCCCCCCEEEEEEECCCCCC
BETA-SIGNAL PxGhxHxH
Q4CQ17 ..LDIYQWLRSSAASVGFGVVVTRIPLFGVAPSGRFELNFSIPVGIDRSGNVTWRNGNKNLFEHVKFGLTWSSAFSL
A4I4P0 ..KDGYRWLRDCACSVGAGIVITRIPIFGVAPSGRFELNMSIPLGIDKQGNIVCRNGPKSLFDRFRFGLVWSFSSSF
Q4FXM0 ..KDSYRWLRDCACSVGAGIVITRIPIFGVAPSGRFELNMSIPLGIDKQGNIVCRNGRKSLFDRFRFGLVWSSNFSF
A4HIY6 ..KDAYRWLRDCACSIGAGIVITRIPIFGIAPSGRFELNMSIPLGIDKQGNVVCRNGRKSLFDRFRFGLVWSSNFSF
Q580K4 ..FDTYRWFRTCAASVGFGIVVTRVPLFGVTPNGRFELNFCVPVGVDGRGNITWRNGNNRLFDHVKFGLTWSSAFSM
(c)
SS PREDICT ..CCCCEEEEEEEEHHCCCCEEEEEEEEECCCCCCCCEEEEEEEECCCCCCCC
BETA-SIGNAL PxGhxHxH
Q293I2 ..DSDASVGFMWTKYLNNFPLQMGLSVIMSIPTDRFAFGMRFVVDPSGYRRDN
B4KB83 ..DSDALVGFMWTKYLTHLPLQMGFSVVMSLPTDRFAFGMRFVLDPSGLRRGD
B4M446 ..DSDALVGFMWTKYLSYIPIQMGFSVVMSLPTDRFAFGMRFVLDPSGLRRGD
B4JFS7 ..DSDALVGFMWTKYLSHIPLQVGFSVVMNLPINRFAFGIRFVVDPSGLRRGD
B4NA81 ..DSDASVGFMWTKYLTYLPIQVGFSVVMSMPTNRFAFGTRFVLDPSGLRRGD
B4PRL7 ..DSDASVGFMWTKYLRHLPLQMGFSVVMNLPTDRFAFGMRFVLDPSGLRRGE
Q9VF44 ..DSDASVGFMWTKYLTHLPLQMGFSVVMNLPTDRFAFGMRFVLDPSGLRRGE
B3M2Z6 ..DSDASVGFMWTKYLQHLPLQMGFSVVMSLPTDRFAFGMRFVLDPSGLRRGE
Figure 4 β-Signal matches not always in final predicted β-strand. Protein clusters which match our automatic criteria of a conserved
β-signal, but with the matches outside of the final predicted β-signal are shown. The top track indicates predicted β -strand (E), coil (C), or
α-helix (H), by PSIPRED. The colored residues occur in full or partial matches to the β-signal motif.
(a) (b)
SS PREDICT ..CCEEEEEEEEEC
BETA-SIGNAL PxGhxHxH
TOM40homolog2 ARATH(Q9SX55) ..KDYKFGFGVNAF-*
TOM40homolog1 ARATH(Q9LHE5) ..KDYKFGFGLTVG-*
TOM40homolog1 PHYPA(A9RDQ9) ..KNYKFGFGMTIGD*
TOM40homolog2 PHYPA(A9RJ93) ..KDYKFGFGLTVGD*
TOM40homolog3 PHYPA(A9TY07) ..KDYKFGFGMTVGE*
TOM40homolog ORYSJ(Q5NBN7) ..KDYKFGFGMVLGE*
TOM40homolog ORYSJ(Q10M45) ..KNYKFGFGMTVGE*
TOM40homolog POPTR(B9IBJ6) ..KDYKFGFGLTVG-*
TOM40homolog RICCO(B9RGH8) ..KDYKFGFGLTVG-*
TOM40homolog VITVI(A5ASV4) ..KDYKFGFGLTVGE*
TOM40homolog2 MAIZE(B4FM49) ..KNYKFGFGMTVGE*
TOM40homolog1 MAIZE(B6TEP3) ..KNYKFGFGMTVGE*
TOM40homolog OSTTA(Q01C84) ..KNHKFGFGMTVGE*
TOM40homolog OSTLU(A4RUV3) ..KNHKFGFGMTVGE*
TOM40homolog CHLRE(A8ICB0) ..SNYKFGFGIVAGE*
BETA-SIGNAL PxGhxHxH
OMPA ECOLI(P0A910) ..MLSLGVSYRF..
PHOE ECOLI(P02932) ..IVAVGMTYQF*
OMP85 NEIMB(Q9K1H0) ..RFQFQLGTTF*
SS PREDICT ..CEEEEEEEEECCC
BETA-SIGNAL1 PxGhxHxH
BETA-SIGNAL2 PxGhxHxH
PutativeSAM50 CRYNE(Q5KEW4) ..ARGFGVGVGIEFL*
PutativeSAM50 LACBS(B0DTR7) ..RRGIQVGMGLEFL*
PutativeSAM50 COPC7(A8PCJ6) ..RKGIQVGVGLEFL*
PutativeSAM50 POSPM(B8P3A5) ..RKGFQAGIGLDFL*
Figure 5 Examples which don’tm a t c ht h eβ-signal motif. (a) Putative MBOMP homologs, which do not match the β-signal motif, and (b)
BBOMPs sorted to the mitochondrial outer membrane when expressed in yeast are shown. The C-terminus is indicated with an asterisk.
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Page 7 of 17“correctly” integrated into the mitochondrial outer
membrane when expressed in yeast. As those authors
point out, PhoE and Omp85 do not have an appropriate
match to the β-signal motif (Figure 5).
Moreover, in our analysis of 70 putative known
MBOMP homologs, we found that 13 did not match the
β-signal motif. For example, The Neurospora crassa
VDAC sequence has threonine in the 4th position fol-
lowing the glycine and the putative Schizosaccharomyces
pombe and Schizosaccharomyces japonicus Mdm10
β-signal sequences are FFGVHFEY and FFGIHFQY, with
a phenylalanine instead of a polar residue in the first
position (Figure 2). In Uniprot, the protein existence
f i e l do f1 1o ft h o s ei sl i s t e da s“inferred by homology”,
but two exceptions are verified proteins: VDAC of
N.crassa and Mdm10 of S.pombe.
β-signal independent yeast MBOMP search
Despite allowing the possibility of internal β-signals, our
conserved β-signal based search for MBOMPs failed to
yield any promising new candidates. To make our search
as comprehensive as possible, we also considered the
possibility that some MBOMPs have no β-signal at all.
We searched the yeast proteome (6470 yeast proteins
obtained from Uniprot) for MBOMPs lacking β-signals
by combining our new β-signal independent MBOMP
prediction method combined with PSIPRED [46] sec-
ondary structure prediction and annotation based man-
ual inspection. The features used by our new MBOMP
predictor are: three types of amino acid composition;
physicochemical features of the N-terminal sorting
region, two amphiphilicity scores based on periodicity
and position weight matrices of bacterial transmem-
brane β-strands and 2-strand β-hairpins (see Figure 6
and Methods for more details) .O n l yas i n g l es e q u e n c e ,
that of the uncharacterized protein “YJL217W”,p a s s e d
our β-signal independent search against the yeast
proteome.
Comparison to Proteomics Studies in Yeast
As mentioned in the background section, two experi-
mental studies have tried to identify outer membrane
proteins in yeast.
Zahedi et al. [32] report a proteomics study of the
mitochondrial outer membrane in yeast which detected
112 proteins including all known MBOMPs. However
their method cannot distinguish between MBOMPs,
outer membrane a-helical proteins (common in mito-
chondria) and some peripheral membrane proteins. We
find only 5 proteins in yeast (including two isoforms of
VDAC) instead of 112, but this may be explained by the
non-MBOMP proteins included in their list. In another
experiment on yeast by Burri et al. [33], 11 proteins pre-
cipitated out of a Triton X-114 detergent phase expected
to contain MBOMP or lipid-modified proteins. Two
were determined to be the MBOMPs VDAC-1 and
Tom40, and one, which the authors speculate may be
lipid-modified, contained peptides derived by Xdj1. The
only information given for the remaining eight is their
molecular masses, which are different than known yeast
MBOMPs. Without knowing the identity of these pro-
teins we cannot give a specific analysis. One possibility
is that those eight proteins are lipid-modified but not
MBOMPs.
Is YJL217W an MBOMP?
Secondary structure prediction shows YJL217W is an all
β-protein with a match to the β-signal motif around the
most C-terminal predicted β-strand (Additional file 2,
Figure S2(a)). (YJL217W was not considered in our con-
served β-signal search because it did not cluster with
any other sequences.) YJL217W has no known eukaryo-
tic homologs. According to annotations of InterPro,
YJL217W belongs to the DUF1349 family along with sev-
eral hypothetical bacterial proteins based on sequence
similarity; but the function of this family is unknown.
YJL217W has no predicted signal peptide or matrix tar-
geting signal, which is consistent with being an MBOMP.
However, recently the structure of YJL217W was solved
(PDBID:3O12, no published report)(Additional file 2,
Figure S2(b)). According to this structure, YJL217W is
not a β-barrel, but instead forms a β-sandwich structure
like Concanavalin. Additionally, YJL217W was not identi-
fied as an mitochondrial outer membrane protein in the
proteomics study of Zahedi et al. [32], and was found to
have a cytosolic localization in a global analysis of protein
localization in budding yeast [47]. Thus we do not think
YJL217W is an MBOMP.
β-signal independent Arabidopsis search
Yeast have relatively small proteomes and are evolutio-
narily very distant from plants and animals. This limits
N
C
Position weight matrices of
Transmembrane segment (from bacterial BOMPs)
Position weight matrices of 
E-hairpin within periplasmic short loop (from bacterial BOMPs) 
Physicochemical
features of N-terminal 
signal (MBOMPs have 
no N-terminal signal )
Ampihiphilic periodicity score
Amino acid composition: A, AA, AxA
Figure 6 Overview of features used for MBOMP prediction by
SVM.
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Page 8 of 17the scope of what we can conclude from the yeast
β-signal independent search. Ideally we would like to
perform a β-signal independent search on all Eukaryotic
proteins, but unfortunately our pipeline partially
depends on manual inspection of annotation and ad hoc
analysis, so such a search would be infeasible in terms
of both the amount of work entailed and the lack of
experimental annotation for most species.
As a compromise, we chose to perform a β-signal
independent search on the well annotated plant Arabi-
dopsis. Plants contain mitochondria and chloroplasts,
both of which are thought to descend from Gram
negative bacteria and are known to have BOMPs in
their outer membranes. Our MBOMP predictor was
not trained on any chloroplastic BOMPs (CBOMPs),
but to the extent that CBOMPs are similar to other
Table 4 List of identified proteins in our Arabidopsis proteome analysis
Uniprot AC Identification Length Highest score segment (score) Domain and family in predicted region
MBOMP
Q9SRH5 VDAC1 276 Whole sequence (0.989) Porin, eukaryotic
Q9SMX3 VDAC2 274 Whole sequence (1.000) Porin, eukaryotic
Q9FJX3 - 276 Whole sequence (0.989) Porin, eukaryotic
Q9FKM2 - 274 Whole sequence (0.977) Porin, eukaryotic
Q9M2W6 - 226 Whole sequence (0.998) Porin, eukaryotic
Q9FHQ9 - 163 Whole sequence (0.998) Porin, eukaryotic
Q8LGE2 - 425 C-terminal 300 (0.569) Porin, eukaryotic
Q9LHE5 Tom40 homolog 1 309 Whole sequence (0.991) Porin, eukaryotic
Q9SX55 Tom40 homolog 2 310 C-terminal 300 (0.999) Porin, eukaryotic
Q8LEH7 - 524 C-terminal 300 (0.986) Bacterial surface antigen
Q9SRL6 - 520 C-terminal 300 (0.995) Bacterial surface antigen
Q9LXP7 - 435 Whole sequence (0.645) Bacterial surface antigen
Q5PP51 - 362 C-terminal 150 (0.900) Bacterial surface antigen
CBOMP
Q9C5J8 Toc75-V/OEP80 732 C-terminal 300 (0.746) Bacterial surface antigen
O80565 OEP37 343 N-terminal 300 (0.863) -
Q3EBH0 OEP37 homolog 333 C-terminal 300 (0.891) -
Q3EBG9 OEP37 homolog 280 Whole sequence (0.645) -
Q1H5C9 OEP24 213 Whole sequence (0.562) -
A8MR28 OEP24 homolog 167 Whole sequence (0.666) -
Q9FPG2 OEP21 167 Whole sequence (0.925) -
Q9LM70 OEP21 homolog 203 C-terminal 150 (0.691) -
Q6ID99 OEP21 homolog 167 N-terminal 150 (0.875) -
Uncertain protein
Q8VYB6 - 491 Whole sequence (0.535) Protein of unknown function (DUF1005)
Q9LPM5 - 460 C-terminal 450 (0.855) Protein of unknown function (DUF1005)
Q9M0F0 - 424 N-terminal 300 (0.528) Protein of unknown function (DUF1005)
Q9LEU1 - 389 N-terminal 300 (0.971) Plant protein of unknown function (DUF868)
Q9SIS2 - 354 N-terminal 300 (0.655) Plant protein of unknown function (DUF868)
Q9M903 - 479 C-terminal 150 (0.993) Protein of unknown function (DUF3769)
O80503 - 451 C-terminal 300 (0.648) Protein of unknown function (DUF3769)
Q3EAC5 - 134 Whole sequence (0.704) Domain of unknown function (DUF3406)
Q9SXB7 - 424 C-terminal 300 (0.652) -
Q9LH72 - 483 C-terminal 300 (0.994) -
Q9LPG1 - 468 C-terminal 300 (0.816) -
Q8W4R2 - 271 Whole sequence (0.729) -
O48573 - 1170 C-terminal 150 (0.625) -
Q8VY85 - 188 C-terminal 150 (0.608) -
Q9LZB6 - 177 C-terminal 150 (0.506) -
Q9M238 - 163 C-terminal 150 (0.748) -
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Page 9 of 17BOMPs, we might expect our classifier to be able to
detect them.
Several CBOMPs have been identified so far (five iso-
forms (I-V) of Toc75, OEP37, OEP24 and OEP21)
[4,48]. For Arabidopsis, Uniprot lists three isoforms of
Toc75 (III-V), OEP37, OEP24 and OEP21 and four
MBOMPs were annotated (two homologs of Tom40 and
t w oo fV D A C ) .W ea p p l i e do u rβ-signal independent
pipeline to the Arabidopsis proteome (35555 Arabidop-
sis proteins with less than 90% sequence identity down-
loaded from Uniprot). As in the yeast proteome analysis,
we used our β-signal independent MBOMP prediction
method combined with secondary structure prediction,
a-helical membrane protein and signal peptide predic-
tion, and finally manual inspection of annotations to
find novel MBOMP (or CBOMP) candidates. 60 pro-
teins passed the automated steps of our pipeline, but we
rejected 22 of these based on domain and other annota-
tion (Table 4). 13 of the remaining 38 proteins are
annotated BOMPs, 4 MBOMPs (two Tom40 homolog
and two VDAC) and 9 CBOMPs (Toc75-V/OEP80,
OEP37, OEP24, OEP21, and five of their homologs).
Another five proteins contain the Eukaryotic porin
domain and four contain the Bacterial surface antigen
(I) domain. This indicates that these proteins probably
belong to the VDAC, Tom40, or the Sam50/Omp85
families, respectively. Most of the remaining 16 proteins
have no annotation of functional domain or family. We
attempted to gain some information by presenting these
sequences to the BOMP predictor HHomp [34], and the
sequence structure similarity detectors HHpred [49] and
FORTE [50]. These predictors suggested that one of the
proteins, Q9SXB7:At1g11320, has partial similarity to
proteins with β-barrel structure. However no such simi-
larity was detected for the remaining 15 proteins. Only
one of these proteins, Q9M238, posesses an appropri-
ately placed match to the β-signal, TLGYAFLV (it was
not detected in our Eukaryotic-wide search, because its
β-signal was not conserved in all members of its
sequence cluster).
In summary we found 13 known or probable
MBOMPs from known MBOMP families, 9 known
CBOMPs, one promising BOMP candidate and 15
unannotated candidates which are either false positives
or distant enough from known BOMPs that they elude
state of the art sequence-sequence and sequence-struc-
ture similarity detectors. Currently we cannot rule out
either possibility. Interestingly, one of these 15 has a β-
signal match, suggesting the possibility that it may be an
MBOMP.
Our results differ significantly from an earlier in silico
study performed by Schleiff et al. [48], in which 891
candidate CBOMP proteins were identified. The Schleiff
et al. pipeline used a BOMP predictor developed by
Wimley [51] and differs from ours in other ways as well,
but the overall scheme is very similar. Yet the number
of candidate CBOMP proteins differs by an order mag-
nitude. Clearly both estimates cannot be (even approxi-
mately) correct, so this discrepency should be explained
if possible.
A l t h o u g hw ea r eu n a b l et og i v ead e f i n i t i v ea r g u m e n t
in favor of our estimate, we point out one important dif-
ference between these two studies. Schleiff et al. [48]
used known CBOMPs to tune their pipeline; they low-
ered the threshold of their β-barrel predictor score from
the value of 1.0 recommended by Wimley based on bac-
terial BOMPs to 0.7, and made other major adjustments
in order to include known CBOMPs. In contrast, our
study was originally completely focused on mitochondria
and thus all the programs and parameters in our pipe-
line were chosen without considering information about
known CBOMPs.
Despite this fact our pipeline detects 9 out of 11
known CBOMP proteins, which suggests that our results
are not overly conservative. However our pipeline did
miss two identified CBOMPs (Toc75-III and Toc75-IV)
and thus may very well have missed some as yet uniden-
tified CBOMPs.
Is At1g11320 an novel Arabidopsis BOMP?
Q9SXB7:At1g11320 has 424 residues. The C-terminal
300 residue segment (125-424) was predicted by our
predictor to include a β-barrel. HHomp detected Cyano-
bacterial SomB as a At1g11320 homolog (probability
score = 100%), and HHpred and FORTE both judged
At1g11320 to be similar to bacterial β-barrels. HHpred
judged the 159-273, 91-232 and 322-424 segments to be
similar to the 282-400 segment of P. putida toluene
transporter TodX (PDBID:3BS0), to 13-141 of E.c o l i
OMPA (PDBID:1QJP) and to 141-253 of N.m e n i n g i -
tides OpcA (PDBID:2VDF), respectively. While FORTE
identified similarities between the 134-424 segment of
At1g11320 and the 378-865 segment of S. marcescens
HasR (PDBID:3SCL).
The interpretation of these results is not completely
clear, as the predictions involve a patchwork of different
bacterial β-barrel structures. However, they do suggest
the possibility that At1g11320 is a BOMP. It could be
either a CBOMP or an MBOMP. The fact that chloro-
plasts are believed to descend from cyanobacteria and
HHomp assigns a high homology probability to a cyano-
bacterial BOMP, favors the possibility that it is a
CBOMP. We also examined the C-terminal region for a
β-signal match. It does have a match, SDGRTIGL, to
the originally proposed consensus of PoxGxxHyxHy,
overlapping the last predicted β-strand. However, both
of the two residues neighboring glycine are hydrophilic
and seldom if ever observed in β-signals (Table 1), so
most likely this is not a genuine β-signal.
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Our comprehensive search based on the β-signal only
detected MBOMPs from known MBOMP families. We
also conducted β-signal independent searches on the
yeast and Arabidopsis proteomes; yielding no new can-
didates for yeast, but a few for Arabidopsis, one of
which seems promising. However it is not yet clear
whether this candidate really is an MBOMP.
Recently Remmert et al. [34] performed a bioinfor-
matic proteome analysis using a transitive sequence pro-
file similarity based homology detection method, but
only detected four known (two VDAC isoforms, Tom40
and Sam50) and no undiscovered MBOMPs in yeast.
Subsequently, these authors showed evidence that all
outer membrane barrels from Gram-negative bacteria
form a monophyletic group that descended from a sin-
gle ββ-hairpin and suggest this probably is true of
MBOMPs as well [52]. Their work supports our hypoth-
esis and complements the search we report here. Their
work should be very sensitive at detecting homologs,
while our novel MBOMP predictor has the potential to
detect analogs or distant homologs with no detectable
sequence signal remaining.
However it is important to consider what kind
of hypothetical MBOMPs could elude our search.
Although not designed for CBOMP detection, when we
applied our pipeline (without the β-signal filter) to Ara-
bidopsis it detected most known CBOMPs - but missed
two. One of these, Toc75-III, has an N-terminal bipar-
tite transit peptide which is cleaved during biogenesis
[4]. Of all known Eukaryotic BOMPs, Toc75-III is the
only one with a cleavable targeting signal. If such
MBOMPs also exist, our search would probably miss
them.
Our search might miss multimeric MBOMPs. Several
BBOMPs are known to form a β-barrel structure from
multiple protein chains. For example TolC forms a 12
strand β-barrel structure from three TolC molecules,
each contributing 4 β-strands [53]. Unfortunately TolC,
and other multimeric BOMPs, possess large soluble
domains in addition to their β-barrels, and since each
sequence only contains a fraction of the β-barrels, the
overall fraction of β-strand secondary structure is quite
small. Our prediction method attempts to account for
β-barrels with soluble domains through the use of seg-
mentation. However this is not sufficient to detect pro-
teins like TolC, for which the β-barrel sequence region
is very short. Currently it is not known if any multi-
meric MBOMPs exist, but if they do we must admit
that our pipeline would probably miss them.
Although the currently accepted known MBOMPs all
use the β-signal for membrane integration, MBOMPs
using other mechanisms may exist. If they do, our pipe-
line would probably miss them. We only applied the
β-signal independent version of our search on two
model organisms. Ideally we would like to apply it to all
Eukaryotic proteins, but unfortunately that would result
in a list of hundreds or thousands of candidate proteins,
without much annotation or additional information to
cull or prioritize the list. Even when applied to Arabi-
dopsis, our β-signal independent produced 15 candidate
BOMP proteins, for which we can not find corroborat-
ing evidence to support or refute. From our results, we
can conclude that in the yeast proteome, it is unlikely
that we missed any novel undiscovered MBOMP simply
because they lack β-signals, but rather they would have
to differ more dramatically from known MBOMPs.
Unfortunately we can make no strong conclusions
regarding the possibility of β-signal independent
MBOMPs in other species.
Last, but not least, our search would definitely miss
any new MBOMPs which only occur in singleton clus-
ters when clustered at 40% identity. Unfortunately this
limitation cannot currently be avoided. As can be seen
by the β-signal independent Aradopsis search, which
yielded at least 22 but perhaps as many as 40 false posi-
tives, our method depends on an effective β-signal filter
to have enough discriminative power to be applied on a
Eukaryote-wide scale. Unfortunately the β-signal is an
information poor motif and occurs quite frequently in
non-MBOMP proteins. So the only way to make the β-
signal filter effectively reduce false positives is to require
evidence of conservation, and thus we were forced to
discard singleton clusters. It is difficult to “prove a nega-
tive” and it will always be possible to suggest that an
informatics search of the type performed here may miss
MBOMPs due to incomplete data or incorrect assump-
t i o n s .H o w e v e rw eb e l i e v et h es e a r c hd e s c r i b eh e r e ,i n
conjunction with the consistent results of Remmert et
al. [34] obtained with a different methodology, offer
strong enough evidence to place the burden of proof on
anyone who advocates the existence of undiscovered
MBOMP families. Two potential avenues to pursue this
are refined proteomics techniques which can distinguish
between BOMP and other outer membrane proteins,
and sequence analysis of novel organisms not yet
included in Uniprot.
Uth1 not an MBOMP?
We mentioned yeast Uth1 as the only candidate
MBOMP identified in our preliminary work [23]. How-
ever, further analysis suggests that Uth1 is probably not
an MBOMP. Uth1 has a β-signal motif match near its
last predicted β-strand, however our new β-signal inde-
pendent MBOMP predictor does not predict it to be an
MBOMP.
Uth1 was reported to have an outer membrane locali-
zation [54], but the authors did not specifically claim
that it is a β-barrel. Another study failed to confirm its
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tionation analyses showed that Uth1 with an epitope tag
was not efficiently recovered with mitochondria, sug-
gesting that it is not a mitochondrial protein” (Yamano,
K. and Endo, T., personal communication). Thus, we
conclude that Uth1 probably is not an MBOMP.
β-signal
Our MBOMP homolog analysis confirms and slightly
refines the β-signal. As can be inferred from the statis-
tics in Table 1 and 2; in Mdm10 the first position is
not always polar, but glycine and other small residues
are sometimes seen. From Table 1 we can also see that
in the homologs we examined, the fifth position never
contains a large hydrophobic residue. From the statistics
of Table 1 two patterns with good coverage and p-values
are H H Gh xH xH y yyyy and HHG hHHx H yy yyy y .T h e
p-values for these two patterns are nearly the same for
the background sequence regions from MBOMP pro-
teins used to compute them. However we would expect
the more specific pattern HHG hHHx H yy yyy y to dis-
criminate better when non β-barrel sequences are
included in the background. In that case a requirement
of no prolines could also be considered as an extra filter,
or alternatively a position weight matrix covering these
positions could be defined.
Amongst the putative MBOMP homologs, we found
13 exceptions to the core β-signal consensus, and 12 of
them were in Mdm10. Mdm10 also differs from the
other MBOMP families in that it has no known homo-
logs in animals.
Even the exceptions contain the apparently invariant
glycine and exhibit the length 2 periodicity expected in
a β-strand. However, our stastical analysis of the fre-
quency of β-signal motifs in the C-terminal versus other
parts of MBOMP sequences (Table 2) suggest that the
non-glycine positions of the β-signal may contribute to
its recognition in a more specific way than just by pro-
viding an appropriate secondary structure context.
Recent experimental work suggests that the β-signal
is not necessary for mitochondrial outer membrane
integration. Walther et al. [36] reported that, when
expressed in yeast, some BBOMPs were sorted to the
mitochondrial outer membrane. In particular the C-ter-
minus of OMP85_NEIMB does not even have a near
match to the β-signal (Figure 5). It remains to be seen if
any naturally occurring MBOMPs lack a β-signal. As
discussed above, in a Eukaryote-wide search, removing
the β-signal filter leads to an unmanageable number of
candidates. One idea for future work, would be to use a
bacterial-type C-terminal phenylalanine integration sig-
nal motif [55] as an alternative filter.
Conclusions
We developed a novel MBOMP predictor, and used it to
perform a Eukaryotic-wide search for β-signal depen-
dent MBOMPs, and a β-signal independent search in
yeast and Arabidopsis. In the Eukaryotic-wide search we
found no promising new MBOMP candidates. Likewise
in the yeast β-signal independent search we found no
promising new MBOMP candidates. The results of the
β-signal independent Arabidopsis search were less con-
clusive. We found one potentially promising new BOMP
candidate and 15 more candidate BOMPs which do not
appear to have sequence or structural similarities to
known BOMPs. We could not find corroborating evi-
dence to support these candidates, so their confirmation
or refutation must await further work.
We conclude that the currently identified MBOMP
protein families may represent a nearly complete reper-
toire of β-signal dependent MBOMPs. If many undiscov-
ered MBOMP families remain in the current sequence
databases, they most likely differ from known MBOMPs
significantly in terms of structure or biogenesis.
Methods
Known MBOMP ortholog sets
Using Swiss-Prot 57.8 [56], we gathered all complete
protein sequences with at least 40% identity to known
MBOMPs, a level which strongly suggests similar struc-
ture. After removing nearly identical sequence pairs we
obtained a set of 70 proteins in which each pair shares
less than 90% sequence identity. The expression of 46
(VDAC:16, Tom40:8, Sam50:6 and Mdm10:16) of these
has been confirmed at the protein or transcript level.
Search for novel MBOMPs in eukaryotic proteomes
Eukaryotic Protein Sequence Cluster Dataset
We downloaded all eukaryotic protein sequences
in Uniprot Version 15.1 and applied a simple filter
to obtain 1,238,639 protein sequences with no more
than 95% sequence identity. We then clustered these
sequences at 40% identity with BLASTClust http://blast.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ and removed singleton clusters from
further consideration. In this way we obtained 105,547
non-singleton clusters, containing a median of 3 and
average of 8.8 sequences per cluster.
We computed a multiple alignment of each cluster
with ClustalW [57]. Given the 40% sequence identity
level within clusters, we expect the sequences should be
relatively easy to align correctly.
Search Procedure
We searched intensively for novel MBOMPs, relaxing
the constraint imposed in our earlier work, of requiring
a C-terminal location of potential β-signals. Figure 3
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with either C-terminal (C-terminal 40 residues region)
or internal (whole sequence except for the C-terminal
40 residues) potential β-signals. Where a potential
β-signal is a match to the β-signal motif in each
sequence in a cluster, which aligns perfectly in their
multiple sequence alignment.
The pipeline is comprised of 6 filters:
￿ Potential β-signal: a sequence passes this test if it
has an appropriately placed match to the β-signal
motif (PoxGhyxHyxHy) which aligns perfectly in its
cluster multiple alignment.
￿ Not an a-helical membrane protein: as e q u e n c e
fails this test if it is predicted to be an a-helical
membrane protein by either Phobius [58] or
TMHMM [59].
￿ Not a secretory path protein: a sequence fails this
test if it is predicted to have a signal peptide by
either TargetP or Phobius.
￿ No MTS: a sequence fails this test if it is predicted
to have a mitochondrial matrix targeting signal
(MTS) by either TargetP [60] or Predotar [61].
￿ Not an a-rich protein: a sequence fails this test if
it is predicted by PSIPRED [46] to have less than
25% β-strand and more than 10% a-helical second-
ary structure content in the (up to 300) residues pre-
ceding the β-signal.
￿ β-signal match not of a -helical structure: fails
test if more than 50% of the 8 residues of β-signal
match are predicted as a -helical structure by
PSIPRED.
￿ Manual inspection: annotation of subcellular loca-
lization, family and domain by Gene ontology, Pfam
[62] and interPro [43].
￿ MBOMP predictor: fails test if not predicted to be
an MBOMP by our MBOMP predictor (not applied
to C-terminal β-motif matches).
MBOMP Predictor
We trained a novel MBOMP predictor on known
MBOMP sequences, but with some features derived from
BBOMP structures. We chose not to use existing tools
because they are trained only on bacterial sequences.
Instead we trained our MBOMP predictor on a mixture of
bacterial and mitochondrial proteins. The features used by
our MBOMP predictor are: three types of amino acid
composition (standard, bigram and gapped bigram); physi-
cochemical features of the N-terminal sorting region, peri-
odic amphiphilicity scores and position weight matrices
(computed from BBOMP structures) to model transmem-
brane β-strands and 2-strand ββ-hairpins (Figure 6). For a
classifier, we chose a support vector machine (SVM) with
an RBF kernel, as implemented in the LIBSVM package
http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm. All features were
linearly scaled to the range [-1,1] before being presented
to the SVM classifier.
Features
Length We do not use length as a feature per se, but we
require candidate MBOMPs to be at least 90 residues.
This should not exclude single chain barrels, as even the
most compact barrels span about 150 residues [63].
Amino Acid Composition It is well known that protein
secondary structure correlates with amino acid composi-
tion and invokes correlation between nearby residues
[64]. Therefore we adopted amino acid composition,
dipeptide composition and “skip one dipeptide composi-
tion”, defined as the frequency of the 400 patterns
A-X-B,w h e r eX is any residue and A and B are fixed
amino acid residues, to give a total of 820 features.
Signal Peptide Related Features MBOMPs are not
expected to have secretory pathway signal peptides. We
therefore included four signal peptide related features.
Following the classical model of signal peptides [65], we
defined features according a contiguous block of 30 resi-
dues, partitioned into the n-, c-, and h-regions, of length
5, 20 and 5 residues respectively (Figure 7). Denoting the
Kyte-Doolittle hydrophobicity [66] of the ith residue as
h(i), we compute a weighted average of the hydrophobi-
city near residue j as:
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Figure 7 Signal Peptide Model. The h-region is defined as the
region of 20 residues around the position of the first peak of the
hydrophobicity plot, and the n-region and c-region as the
N-terminal and C-terminal flanking 5 residues, respectively, as shown
at the top of this figure. The h-region is aligned to the first peak of
the hydrophobicity plot (details in main text).
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peak attaining at least 0.6, up to the first 70 residues, or
the maximum if no such peak exists. More precisely the
peak position is arg maxjR H(j), where R is either the
first contiguous set of positions in the interval [1, 70]
such that H(j) ≥ 0.6; or if that set is empty, R is simply
the first 70 positions.
When computing features, we aligned the 10th posi-
tion of the h-region to the N-terminal peak. We used
the following features:
123 ) ( ), ) ( ), ) ( ), hi pi ni
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where p(i), n(i)a n do(i) are 0-1 binary variables equal
to 1 when the ith residue is positively {K, R, H} or nega-
tively {D, E} charged, or one of {A, G, S}, respectively.
Amphiphilicity scores Since every other residue in a
BOMP β-strand tends to be hydrophobic, we define a
tile amphiphilicity score:
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for the length l tile starting at position j.
Let A(R, l) denote the 60th percentile of A(j, l)f o rj in
sequence region R,a n dn denote the entire sequence
length. To account for the fact that BOMPs contain a
significant number of residues in loops and often non-
barrel domains as well, we defined three types of region
amphiphilicity scores: global, A(R, l)w h e r eR =[ 1 ,n];
N-terminal, R =m a x Q{[1, 90], [1, 91],...[1,n]} A(Q, l); and C-
terminal,
R =m a x Q{[n-89,n],[n-90,n],...[1,n]} A(Q, l). The N- and C-
terminal features are designed to detect proteins with
N- or C-terminal barrel domains respectively. Finally we
define 9 amphiphilicity related features to show to the
classifier: each of the three region amphiphilicity scores
computed with tile lengths of 8, 10 and 12.
PWMs for transmembrane β-strands and ββ-hairpins
We collected 42 BBOMP structures with less than 40%
sequence identity from PDB [67]. From these structures
we extracted 428 transmembrane segments of lengths 8,
9 and 10; and 181 ββ -hairpins (periplasmic short loop
plus 8 residues on both sides of the loop) with loop
lengths of 3, 4 and 5. As extracted, the β-strands con-
tained in these segments were not always in phase with
each other in terms of amphiphilicity. Thus we first
expressed each segment as a vector of hydrophobicity
values h(i), and used those vectors to divide each
segment into one of two clusters using the hierarchical
clustering function of the R programming language with
Euclidean distance. For the hairpin types we defined a
PWM for each cluster, yielding 2 PWMs each, of
lengths 19, 20 and 21. The initial PWMs derived from
each pair of clusters of the single strand transmembrane
segments were nearly identical except for being shifted
by one position relative to each other. Thus we com-
bined these PWMs by shifting one of them by one posi-
tion relative to the other and discarding the unmatched
columns at each end. This yielded 3 PWMs of lengths
7, 8 and 9, respectively. For a background model we
used the overall amino acid composition of sequences in
our dataset.
To convert a PWM P, into a numerical feature, we
first compute r, the maximum log likelihood ratio score
between P and the background model for each possible
position in the query sequence. More precisely
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Where w denotes the width of the PWM, and s[i]t h e
ith character in the query sequence. In general r will
tend to increase with sequence length and we speculate
that it will follow an extreme value distribution similar
to the BLAST statistics [68]. Using non-mitochondrial
sequences, we empirically confirmed that the following
normalization effectively removes the dependence on
sequence length for background sequences (results not
shown).
  rr a n *log( ) (5)
where a is an empirically adjusted constant which dif-
f e r sf o re a c hP W M .T h u sw ed e f i n e dt h en i n eP W M
based features with that formula.
MBOMP Predictor Dataset
Our dataset contains 94 positive examples, consisting of
the known yeast MBOMPs and their presumed (based
on sequence similarity and conservation of the β-signal)
Table 5 Prediction performance of our SVM MBOMP
predictor
Fold TP FP FN TN Precision Recall Specificity F-measure
1 15 1 4 527 0.938 0.789 0.998 0.857
2 16 0 3 528 1.000 0.789 1.000 0.914
3 15 0 4 528 1.000 0.789 1.000 0.882
4 16 0 3 528 1.000 0.842 1.000 0.914
5 17 0 1 528 1.000 0.944 1.000 0.971
Mean - - - - 0.988 0.842 1.000 0.908
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more than 40% identity with any other. For negative
examples we used 2640 yeast proteins with clear annota-
tion of subcellular localization of Uniprot and less that
25% mutual sequence identity.
MBOMP Predictor Results
To assess the accuracy of our MBOMP predictor, we
measured the performance with 5-fold cross validation.
We obtained a precision of 98.8 ± 0.03%, recall of
84.2 ± 0.06% and F-measure of 0.91 ± 0.04% (Table 5).
To further test the ability of the predictor to generalize
to novel MBOMP families, we trained it using only
homologs of {VDAC, Tom40, Sam50} as MBOMP posi-
tive examples (BBOMPs were also included as positive
examples in all cases), and then tested whether this pre-
dictor could correctly classify Mdm10 (as positive) and
Mmm2 family (as negative). We believe this is a good
test, because Mdm10 is a bit different from the other
MBOMPs (it has not been found in animals and its β-
signal seems a bit divergent), while Mmm2 is plausible
enough as an MBOMP that it was considered to be one
for some time. In this test, our predictor predicted nine
of twelve Mdm10 homologs and zero of eleven Mmm2
homologs.
β-signal independent search in yeast and Arabidopsis
proteomes
We searched for MBOMPs lacking β-signals in 6470 S.
cerevisiae and 35555 A. thaliana proteins found in
Uniprot by combining our MBOMP predictor with
PSIPRED secondary structure prediction, Phobius a-
helical membrane protein and signal peptide prediction
and finally manual inspection based on annotation. In
this search, in addition to whole sequences, we consid-
ered N-terminal and C-terminal protein segments of
length 150, 300 and 450 residues, to take into account
the possibility of multi-domain MBOMPs such as
Sam50 (Additional file 3, Figure S3); thus proteins with
sufficiently long amino acid sequences were input in
seven sequence forms and considered an MBOMP if
any of those were predicted positive. The lengths of 150
and 450 were chosen to cover the size of most β-barrel
domains in BOMPs of known structure.
In the secondary structure prediction and manual
inspection step, we disregarded any proteins or seg-
ments with more than 10% a-helical and less than 25%
β-strand predicted secondary structure content and with
the annotation of subcellular localization, family and
domain, respectively.
Sequence Logos
For each ortholog set, we perfomed multiple alignment
with ClustalW [57] and extracted the octomer region
corresponding to the β-signal region proposed by Kutik
et al [35]. From this set we removed identical octomers,
yielding 57 octomers from the original 70 and 41 octo-
mers from the expression confirmed set. We designed
this procedure to trade off the desire to use as much
data as possible, with the risk of creating biased results
by including too many variations of highly similar
sequences. Since the sequences are not all mutually
independent, the heights of the columns are only sug-
gestive, but the general trends remain the same when a
sequence identity cutoff of 30% is employed to reduce
sequence interdependence (Additional file 4, Figure S4).
Additional material
Additional file 1: Figure S1 - Multiple alignment of N-terminal
region of putative Sam50 proteins. Multiple alignment and secondary
structure prediction (by PSIPRED; orange: a-sheet, blue: b-sheet) of the
N-terminal region of 9 proteins containing the bacterial surface antigen
(POTRA) domain are shown.
Additional file 2: Figure S2 - b-signal motif match in YJL217W.
(a) Secondary structure prediction (by PSIPRED) of the uncharacterized
protein YJL217W and its match to the b-signal motif is shown. (b) 3 D
structure of YJL217W (PDBID:3O12).
Additional file 3: Figure S3 - Sequence segmentation. The sequence
segmentation used to search for, possible multiple domain, yeast
MBOMPs with our SVM-predictor is shown.
Additional file 4: Figure S4 - Sequence logo of b-signal. Sequence
logos are displayed for 70 MBOMP homologs which remain after
omitting redundant sequences with more than 30% identity.
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